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ABSTRACT

String assembling systems are biologically inspired mechanisms that generate strings
by assembling substrings to the upper and the lower strand of double-stranded strings.
We consider the variant where, at both ends, auxiliary (nonterminal) symbols may
appear as encodings of ordinary (terminal) symbols, controlling the string assembling
process. Those bidirectional systems are compared with unidirectional ones, where
substrings can only be assembled at the right end. We show that, in contrast to
string assembling systems without auxiliary symbols, bi- and unidirectional nonterminal
controlled string assembling systems are equally powerful and characterize the family
of languages accepted by nondeterministic one-way two-head finite automata. Some
further results are derived comparing nonterminal controlled string assembling systems
with traditional complexity and formal language classes.
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1. Introduction

String processing and string generation are traditional subjects in computer science.
Among the realms of string generating mechanisms there is a bunch of devices in-
spired by biological processes. Examples are Lindenmayer systems [5], splicing sys-
tems and sticker systems [4]. The latter two types of devices model operations on
DNA molecules and are therefore based upon double stranded strings as raw material
of the string generation process, where corresponding symbols are uniquely related.
String assembling systems, introduced in [3], are another string generating mecha-
nism using double strands, where corresponding symbols in the upper and the lower
strand have to be identical. This simplification is also encountered when instances of
Post’s Correspondence Problem are viewed as devices generating strings by complet-
ing matching double strands.


